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Abstract

An audio-visual event (AVE) is denoted by the correspon-
dence of the visual and auditory signals in a video segment.
Precise localization of the AVEs is very challenging since
it demands effective multi-modal feature correspondence to
ground the short and long range temporal interactions. Ex-
isting approaches struggle in capturing the different scales
of multi-modal interaction due to ineffective multi-modal
training strategies. To overcome this limitation, we intro-
duce AVE-CLIP, a novel framework that integrates the Au-
dioCLIP pre-trained on large-scale audio-visual data with
a multi-window temporal transformer to effectively operate
on different temporal scales of video frames. Our contribu-
tions are three-fold: (1) We introduce a multi-stage train-
ing framework to incorporate AudioCLIP pre-trained with
audio-image pairs into the AVE localization task on video
frames through contrastive fine-tuning, effective mean video
feature extraction, and multi-scale training phases. (2)
We propose a multi-domain attention mechanism that op-
erates on both temporal and feature domains over varying
timescales to fuse the local and global feature variations.
(3) We introduce a temporal refining scheme with event-
guided attention followed by a simple-yet-effective post pro-
cessing step to handle significant variations of the back-
ground over diverse events. Our method achieves state-of-
the-art performance on the publicly available AVE dataset
with 5.9% mean accuracy improvement which proves its su-
periority over existing approaches.

1. Introduction

Temporal reasoning of multi-modal data plays a signifi-
cant role in human perception in diverse environmental con-
ditions [10, 37]. Grounding the multi-modal context is crit-
ical to current and future tasks of interest, especially those
that guide current research efforts in this space, e.g., embod-
ied perception of automated agents [29, 4, 8], human-robot
interaction with multi-sensor guidance [25, 6, 2], and active

Figure 1. Example of an audio-visual event (AVE) representing
the event of an individual speaking. The person’s voice is audible
in all of the frames. Only when the person is visible, an AVE is
identified.

sound source localization [34, 22, 18, 27]. Similarly, audio-
visual event (AVE) localization demands complex multi-
modal correspondence of grounded audio-visual percep-
tion [24, 7]. The simultaneous presence of the audio-visual
cues over a video frame denotes an audio-visual event. As
shown in Fig. 1, the speech of the person is audible in all
of the frames. However, the individual speaking is visible
in only a few particular frames which represent the AVE.
Precise detection of such events greatly depends on the con-
textual understanding of the multi-modal features over the
video frame.

Learning the inter-modal audio-visual feature correspon-
dence over the video frames is one of the major challenges
of AVE localization. Effective multi-modal training strate-
gies can significantly improve performance by enhancing
the relevant features. Earlier work integrates audio and
image encoders pre-trained on large scale unimodal (im-
age/audio) datasets [5, 9] to improve performance [35, 17,
31, 7, 30]. However, such a uni-modal pre-training scheme
struggles to extract relevant inter-modal features that are
particularly significant for AVEs. Recently, following the
wide-spread success of CLIP [19] pre-trained on large-scale
vision-language datasets, AudioCLIP [12] has integrated an
audio encoder into the vision-language models with large-
scale pre-training on audio-image pairs. To enhance the
audio-visual feature correspondence for AVEs, we integrate
the image and audio encoders from AudioCLIP with ef-
fective contrastive fine-tuning that exploits the large-scale
pre-trained knowledge from multi-modal datasets instead of
uni-modal ones.
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Effective audio-visual fusion for multi-modal reasoning
over entire video frames is another major challenge for
proper utilization of the uni-modal features. Recently, sev-
eral approaches have focused on using the grounded multi-
modal features to generate temporal attention for operating
on the intra-modal feature space [36, 17, 31]. Other recent
work has applied recursive temporal attention on the aggre-
gated multi-modal features [7, 17, 30]. However, these ex-
isting approaches attempt to generalize audio-visual context
over the whole video frame and hence struggle to extract
local variational patterns that are particularly significant at
event transitions. Though generalized multi-modal context
over long intervals is of great importance for categorizing
diverse events, local changes of multi-modal features are
critical for precise event detection at transition edges. To
solve this dilemma, we introduce a multi-window temporal
transformer based fusion scheme that operates on different
timescales to guide attention over sharp local changes with
short temporal windows, as well as extract the global con-
text across long temporal windows.

The background class representing uncorrelated audio-
visual frames varies a lot over different AVEs for diverse
surroundings (Figure 1). In many cases, it becomes difficult
to distinguish the background from the event regions due to
subtle variations [36]. Xu et al. [30] suggests that joint bi-
nary classification of the event regions (event/background)
along with the multi-class event prediction improves over-
all performance for better discrimination of the event ori-
ented features. Inspired by this, we introduce a temporal
feature refining scheme for guiding temporal attentions over
the event regions to introduce sharp contrast with the back-
ground. Moreover, we introduce a simple post-processing
algorithm that filters out such incorrect predictions in be-
tween event transitions by exploiting the high temporal lo-
cality of event/background frames in AVEs (Figure 1). By
unifying these strategies in the AVE-CLIP framework, we
achieve state-of-the-art performance on the AVE dataset
which outperforms existing approaches by a considerable
margin.

The major contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:

• We introduce AVE-CLIP to exploit AudioCLIP pre-
trained on large-scale audio-image pairs for improving
inter-modal feature correspondence on video AVEs.

• We propose a multi-window temporal transformer
based fusion scheme that operates on different
timescales of AVE frames to extract local and global
variations of multi-modal features.

• We introduce a temporal feature refinement scheme
through event guided temporal attention followed by
a simple, yet-effective post-processing method to in-
crease contrast with the background.

2. Related Work
Audio Visual Event Localization

AVE localization, introduced by Tian et al. [24] targets
the identification of different types of events (e.g., indi-
vidual man/woman speaking, crying babies, frying food,
musical instruments, etc.) at each temporal instance based
on audio-visual correspondence. The authors introduced a
residual learning method with LSTM guided audio-visual
attention relying on simple concatenation and addition fu-
sion. A dual attention matching (DAM) module is intro-
duced by Wu et al. [28] for operating on event-relevant fea-
tures. Zhou et al. [36] proposed a positive sample propa-
gation scheme by pruning out the weaker multi-modal in-
teractions. Xuan et al. [31, 32] proposed a discriminative
multi-modal attention module for sequential learning with
an eigen-value based objective function. Duan et al. [7]
introduced joint co-learning with cyclic attention over the
aggregated multi-modal features. Lin and Wang [17] intro-
duced a transformer-based approach that operates on groups
of video frames based on audio-visual attention. Xu et
al. [30] introduced multi-modal relation-aware audio-visual
representation learning with an interaction module. Differ-
ent from existing approaches, AVE-CLIP exploits temporal
features from various windows by extracting short and long
range multi-modal interactions along with temporal refine-
ment of the event frames.

Sound Source Localization

The sound source localization task [34] identifies the sound-
ing object in the corresponding video based on the audi-
tory signal. Arda et al. [22] introduced an audio-visual
classification model that can be adapted for sound source
localization without explicit training by utilizing simple
multi-modal attention. Wu et al. [27] proposed an encoder-
decoder based framework to operate on the continuous fea-
ture space through likelihood measurements of the sounding
sources. Qian et al. [18] attempted multiple source localiza-
tion by exploiting gradient weighted class activation map
(Grad-CAM) correspondence on the audio-visual signal. A
self-supervised audio-visual matching scheme is introduced
by Hu et al. [15] with a dictionary learning of the sound-
ing objects. Afouras et al. [1] utilized optical flow features
along with multimodal attention maps targeting both source
localization and audio source separation.

Large Scale Contrastive Pre-training

To improve the data-efficiency on diverse target tasks, large-
scale pre-training of very deep neural networks has been
found to be effective for transfer learning [16]. CLIP has in-
troduced vision-language pre-training with self-supervised
contrastive learning on large-scale datasets, an approach
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the proposed method. In stage 1, contrastive fine-tuning is carried on the pre-trained AudioCLIP [12]
image and audio encoders with audio-image pairs. In stage 2, video and audio features are extracted with the fine-tuned enocoders. In stage
3, multi-scale training is carried at various temporal scales with the proposed multi-window temporal fusion module followed by temporal
event refinement and post-processing to enhance event detection.

that received great attention for achieving superior perfor-
mance on numerous multimodal vision-language tasks [21,
26, 33]. Recently, AudioCLIP [12] has extended the exist-
ing CLIP framework by integrating the audio modality with
large-scale training utilizing audio-image pairs [9]. Such
large-scale pre-training on audio-visual data can be very ef-
fective for enhancing multi-modal feature correspondence.

3. Proposed Method

In this paper, we introduce AVE-CLIP, a framework that
integrates image and audio encoders from AudioCLIP with
a multi-window temporal transformer based fusion scheme
for AVE localization. Our method comprises three train-
ing stages, as presented in Figure 2. Initially, we start
with the pre-trained weights of image and audio encoders
from AudioCLIP. In stage 1, we extract image and audio
segments of corresponding events to initiate fine-tuning of
the pre-trained encoders on target AVE-localization frames
(Section 3.2). In stage 2, these fine-tuned encoders are de-
ployed to extract the video and audio features from succes-
sive video frames and audio segments, respectively (Sec-
tion 3.3). Later, in stage 3, we introduce the multi-scale
training on the extracted audio and video features with
the multi-window temporal fusion (MWTF) module that

operates on different temporal windows for generalizing
the local and global temporal context (Section 3.4). This
is followed by the temporal refinement of the fusion fea-
ture through event-guided temporal attention generated with
event-label supervision (Section 3.5) along with a hybrid
loss function used in training (Section 3.6) and a simple
post-processing algorithm that primarily enhances predic-
tion performance during inference by exploiting the tempo-
ral locality of the AVEs (Section 3.7).

3.1. Preliminary

Given a video sequence S of duration T ,
a set of non-overlapping video segments V =
{V (1), V (2), . . . , V (T )}, and synchronized audio seg-
ments A = {A(1), A(2), . . . , A(T )} of duration t are
extracted. Each video segment V (i) = {vk(i)}Pk=1 consists
of P image frames and the corresponding audio segment
A(i) = {am(i)}Qm=1 consists of Q samples, respectively.
If the ith audio-video segment pair represents an event,
it is labeled either as event (e(i) = 1) or background
(e(i) = 0). Along with the generic event/background
label, each segment of the entire video is labeled with
a particular event category. Hence, the set of one-hot
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Figure 3. The three phases of the Multi-window Temporal Fusion
(MWTF) module. In the split phase, the aggregated features are
divided into separate temporal blocks based on the window length.
In the fusion phase, multi-domain fusion is carried out on particu-
lar window. In the aggregation phase, temporal merging (‘M’)
followed by feature concatenation is carried out. The window
length can be varied and shared weights can be used in all fusion
modules irrespective of window lengths.

Figure 4. Representations of the Multi-domain Fusion process.
The attention maps are generated for both of the temporal and fea-
ture axis that are applied on the input features through non-linear
projection.

encoded labels1 for the video sequence across C categories
is denoted by, Y = {y(i)}Ti=1 ∈ RT×C . For example, let
consider Y = {b, b, b, e2, e2, e2, e3, e3} where b represents
background and e2, e3 denote an event of class 2 and
3, respectively. Here, we utilize the class labels (y(i))
to generate event label (e(i)) as {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} to
distinguish between event (1) and background (0).

3.2. Contrastive Fine-Tuning on Audio-Image Pairs

We extract positive and negative audio-image pairs from
the target dataset where a positive pair corresponds to the
same AVE and a negative one represents a mismatch. Ini-
tially, we start with the pre-trained Audio and Image en-
coders from AudioCLIP [12]. Afterwards, we intiate fine-
tuning on the extracted audio-image pairs utilizing the In-
foNCE loss LInfoNCE = LI + LA, where LI represents the
image-to-audio matching loss and LA represents the audio-
to-image matching loss. LI is given by

LI = − 1

B

B∑
i=1

B∑
j=1

Iij log
exp((zIi

T
zAj )/τ)∑B

k=1 exp((zIi
T
zAj )/τ)

(1)

1One-hot encoding changes the dimension over vector space over R.

where B denotes total number of audio-image pairs in a
batch, zAi , zIi represent normalized audio and image fea-
tures of ith pair, respectively, Iij represents the identity ma-
trix element with Iii = 1,∀i = j and Iij = 0,∀i ̸= j,
and τ is a trainable temperature. Similarly, we construct the
audio-to-image matching loss LA.

3.3. Video Feature Extraction

The fine-tuned audio and image encoders are deployed
to extract the features from the whole video sequence S. To
generate feature map vi from each video segment V(i) con-
taining K image frames, we take the mean of feature maps
zIk for k = 1, . . . , T . Afterwards, all feature maps from T
video segments are concatenated to generate the video fea-
ture sv of a particular sequence S. Similarly, audio feature
of each segment ai are concatenated to generate audio fea-
ture sa of a video sequence, and thus:

sv = v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vT (2)

sa = a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ aT (3)

where ⊕ denotes feature concatenation and T denotes
the number of segments in a sequence.

3.4. Multi-scale Training with Multi-window Tem-
poral Fusion (MWTF) Transformer

For better discrimination of the local feature variations
particularly at the event transition edges, it is required to
fuse multi-modal features over short temporal windows.
However, the general context of the entire video is essential
for better event classification. The proposed Multi-Window
Temporal Fusion (MWTF) module effectively solves this
issue by incorporating multi-domain attention over various
temporal scales of the entire video, an approach that ad-
dresses the impact of both local and global variations (Fig-
ure 3).

Initially, to re-scale the video feature representation
(sv) in accordance with the audio representation (sa) for
early fusion, we adopt the Audio-Guided Video Attention
(AGVA) module presented before [24, 36, 7]. The re-scaled
video feature sv,a ∈ RT×1024 and corresponding audio fea-
ture sa ∈ RT×1024 are processed with separate bidirectional
long short term memory (BiLSTM) layers for generating
v ∈ RT×256 and a ∈ RT×256, respectively. Afterwards,
temporal aggregation of audio-visual features is carried out
to generate F ∈ RT×512.

In the MWTF module, we incorporate N sub-modules
that operate on different timescales depending on the win-
dow length, {wi ∈ R}Ni=1. The basic operations in
each sub-module are divided into three stages: split, fu-
sion, and aggregation. In the split phase of the ith sub-
module, the aggregated feature F is segmented into ci
blocks based on window length wi(wi × ci = T ) that gen-
erates {F (k)

i ∈ Rwi×512}cik=1, and thus,
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F
(k)
i = F[wi(k − 1) : wik]; ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ci} (4)

In addition, it is possible to use varying window lengths in
a sub-module totaling the number of time steps T .

Following the split action, the multi-domain attention
guided fusion operation is carried out on each kth feature
block F

(k)
i of the ith sub-module. The multi-domain at-

tention operation is illustrated in Figure 4. Considering the
two-domain distribution of each block F

(k)
i , we introduce

joint temporal (TA) and feature attention (FA) mechanisms
by reusing the weights of similar transformations.

Firstly, each block of F (k)
i ∈ Rwi×512 features is trans-

formed to generate query vector Q(k)
i ∈ Rwi×d, key vector

K
(k)
i ∈ Rwi×d, and value vector V (k)

i ∈ Vwi×d, such that,

Q
(k)
i = W2(σ1(W1(Norm(F

(k)
i ))) (5)

K
(k)
i = W4(σ1(W3(Norm(F

(k)
i ))) (6)

V
(k)
i = W6(σ2(W5(Norm(F

(k)
i ))) (7)

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, k ∈ {1, . . . , ci}

where W1 ∈ Rd×256, W2 ∈ Rd×d, W3 ∈ Rd×256,
W4 ∈ Rd×d, W5 ∈ Rd×256, W6 ∈ Rd×d, and σ1(·),
σ2(·) denote the tanh and Relu activation, respectively.

Afterwards, we process each query Q
(k)
i and key K

(k)
i

vectors on the temporal and feature domains to generate
β
(k)
t,i ∈ Rwi×wi and βf,i

(k) ∈ Rd×d, respectively, such that

β
(k)
t,i = (QKT )

(k)
i /

√
d (8)

β
(k)
f,i = (KQT )

(k)
i /

√
wi (9)

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, k ∈ {1, . . . , ci}

Then, we generate the temporal attention map A
(k)
t,i ∈

Rwi×wi by applying softmax over the rows (axis = 1)
of β(k)

t,i ∈ Rwi×wi . In addition, the feature attention map

A
(k)
f,i ∈ Rd×d is generated by applying softmax over the

columns (axis = 0) of β(k)
f,i ∈ Rd×d.

These multi-domain attention maps are sequentially ap-
plied on each axis of V (k)

i to generate the modified feature
map F (k)

i ∈ Rwi×d by,

F (k)
i = A

(k)
t,i (V

(k)
i A

(k)
f,i ) (10)

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, k ∈ {1, . . . , ci}

Finally, in the aggregate phase, the modified feature
maps of each ith block in a sub-module are temporally con-
catenated to generate Gi ∈ RT×d such that,

Gi = (F (1)
i ||F (2)

i || . . . ||F (ci)
i ); ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N} (11)

where ‘||’ denotes the feature concatenation along temporal
axis.

Afterwards, all the modified feature maps from each sub-
module are concatenated along channel axis maintaining
temporal relation to generate O ∈ RT×Nd as,

O = G1 ⊕G2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Gci (12)

where ⊕ denotes feature concatenation along channel axis.

3.5. Event-Guided Temporal Refinement

As the background class represents miss-aligned audio-
visual pairs from all other classes, it often becomes diffi-
cult to distinguish them from event classes in case of sub-
tle variations. To enhance the contrast between the event-
segments and backgrounds, we introduce supervised event-
guided temporal attention (EGTA) over the event region.
Following EGTA, we refine the contrasted event segments
with an additional stage of single window fusion for better
discrimination of the event categories.

To generate EGTA αatt ∈ RT×1, the fusion vector O is
passed through a BiLSTM module as,

γ = BiLSTM(Norm(O)) (13)
αatt = σ3(W7(γ)) (14)

where γ ∈ RT×d′
, W7 ∈ R1×d′

, and σ3(·) represents the
sigmoid activation function.

Afterwards, in the refining phase, we apply the EGTA
mask αatt over the fusion vector O to generate O′ ∈
RT×Nd by,

O′ = O ⊙ (αatt1) (15)

where 1 ∈ R1×Nd denotes a broadcasting vector with all
ones, and ⊙ represents the element-wise multiplication.

As a last step, we incorporate a single window fusion
with window length w = T to generate Ow ∈ RT×d by re-
fining event-concentrated vector O′. Finally, we obtain the
final event category prediction yp ∈ RT×C after applying
another sequential BiLSTM layer as,

yp = softmax(W8(BiLSTM(Norm(Ow)))) (16)

where W8 ∈ RC×d for C categories of AVE.

3.6. Loss Function

To guide the event-attention (αatt) for refinement, we
use an event label loss Le. Also, for the multi-class predic-
tion yp, an event category loss Lc is incorporated. The total
loss L is obtained by combining Le and Lc as,
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L = λ1

Le︷ ︸︸ ︷
LBCE(αatt, E)+λ2

Lc︷ ︸︸ ︷
LCE(y

p, y) (17)

where λ1, λ2 denote weighting factors, E ∈ RT×1 denotes
the binary event label, and y ∈ RT×C denotes the one-hot
encoded multi-class event categories over the time-frame.

3.7. Post-Processing Algorithm during Inference

Due to the sequential nature of AVEs, it is expected that
they have high locality over the entire video frame. There-
fore, AVEs are typically clustered together and isolated non-
AVEs can be viewed as anomalies. We exploit this property
to filter the generated event prediction yp during inference
for obtaining the final prediction yf . Here, we consider a
window length W to represent the minimum number of con-
secutive predictions required for considering any change as
an anomaly. As such, all non-matching yp values are cor-
rected according to the prevailing one.

4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. Experimental Setup

Audio-Visual Event Dataset

The Audio-Visual Event Dataset, introduced by Tian et
al. [24], is widely used for the audio-visual event local-
ization task. The dataset contains 4, 143 video clips along
with the audio containing 28 different events including daily
human activities, instrument performances, animal actions,
and vehicle activities. Each video clip is 10 seconds long
with temporal start/end annotations for all events. Accord-
ing to existing work [24, 36, 17], training/validation/test
splits of 3, 309/402/402 are considered for evaluation of
the proposed method.

Evaluation Metrics

Following existing work [31, 36, 17, 7], we consider the
final classification accuracy of multi-class events over the
entire video as the evaluation metric. Along with the back-
ground, 29 event classes are considered for per-second pre-
diction over the 10s video duration where the video sam-
pling rate varies from 16 to 48. The background category
includes all the misaligned audio-visual segments that don’t
belong to any of the 28 main categories.

Implementation Details

We incorporate the pre-trained audio and image encoders
from the AudioCLIP [12] framework that fine-tunes the
pre-trained CLIP [19] framework with audio-image pairs
extracted from the large-scale AudioSet [9] dataset. The

Method Accuracy(%)

uni-modal Audio-based [14] 59.5
Video-based [23] 55.3

multi-modal
(with Co-Attention

Fusion)

AVEL [24] 74.7
DAM [28] 74.5
PSP [36] 77.8

AVIN [20] 75.2
RFJC [7] 76.2

multi-modal
(with Transformer

Fusion)

AV-Transformer [17] 76.8
AVE-CLIP

(ours) 83.7

Table 1. Performance comparison of the state-of-the-art methods
on AVE classification. Various uni-modal methods and multi-
modal fusion strategies are compared.

Image/Audio Encoders Accuracy(%)

with AudioClip-Encoders (w/o Fine-tuning) 81.1
with AudioClip-Encoders (with Fine-tuning) 83.7

without AudioCLIP-Encoders 79.3
Table 2. Impact of the pre-trained AudioCLIP image and audio en-
coders with contrastive fine-tuning on the AVE-CLIP framework.

audio encoder is the ESResNeXt model [11] that is based
on the ResNeXt-50 [3] architecture and the image encoder
is a ResNet-50 [13] model. We used combination of four
MWTF modules for experiments that is defined empirically.
The weights of the hybrid loss function are empirically cho-
sen to be (λ1 = 0.3, λ2 = 0.7). For evaluation, each net-
work combination is trained for 300 epochs on 256 AMD
EPYC 7742 CPUs with 2 Quadro GV100 and 2 A100-
PCIE-40GB GPUs.

4.2. Comparison of State-of-the-Art methods

AVE-CLIP is compared against several state-of-the art
methods in Table 1. The multi-modal approaches out-
perform the uni-modal ones by a great margin. This is
expected given the richer context provided by the multi-
modal analysis over the uni-modal counterpart. The multi-
modal audio-visual fusion strategies play a very critical role
in the AVE localization performance. Traditionally, var-
ious audio-visual co-attention fusion schemes have been
explored to enhance the temporal event features that pro-
vide comparable performances. Recently, Lin et al. [17] in-
troduced a transformer based multi-modal fusion approach
that incorporates instance-level attention to follow visual
context over consecutive frames. However, the proposed
AVE-CLIP architecture achieves the best performance with
an accuracy of 83.7% that outperforms the correspond-
ing transformer based approach by 6.9%. Moreover, the
AVE-CLIP provides 5.9% higher accuracy compared to the
best-performing co-attention approach proposed by Zhou et
al. [36].
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Strategies Accuracy(%)

multi-modal
Fusion

with PSP [36] 77.8
with AV-Transformer [17] 76.8
with only MWTF and AudioCLIP encoders (ours) 82.0

Temporal
Refining

with MWTF + Refiner (ours) 82.5
with MWTF + EGTA + Refiner (ours) 83.2

Complete
Model

with MWTF + EGTA + Refiner
+ Post Processing (ours) 83.7

Table 3. Impact of various building blocks on the performance of
the proposed AVE-CLIP architecture.

Attention
Axis

Window Length, w

2s 5s 10s Variable

Temporal 78.1 79.3 81.2 79.4
Feature 78.5 79.1 81.6 79.2

Multi-domain 79.0 79.8 81.6 79.7

Table 4. Accuracy (%) obtained with a single fusion block of
MWTF module for different attention domains with various win-
dow lengths. The variable window length denotes a combination
of (3s, 3s, 4s) windows.

Window
Combination

(with Two Att.)

Accuracy(%)

Shared
Weights

Independent
Weights

10s - 81.6
10s + 5s 82.4 82.7
10s + 3s* 82.1 82.5
5s + 2s 80.6 81.2
10s + 5s + 3s* 83.2 82.8
10s + 5s + 2s 82.9 83.0
10s + 5s + 3s* + 2s 83.7 83.3

Table 5. Impact of using different combinations of window for the
Multi-window Temporal Fusion (MWTF) module. ‘*’ indicates
the use of variable window lengths for 3s.

4.3. Ablation Study

To analyze the effect of individual modules in proposed
AVE-CLIP, we carried out a detailed ablation study over the
baseline approach. The final AVE-CLIP architecture inte-
grates the best performing structures of the building blocks.

Effect of Contrastive Fine-tuning in Encoders

We incorporate pre-trained image and audio encoders into
the AVE-CLIP framework from AudioCLIP that are sub-
jected to contrastive fine-tuning in training stage 1 (Sec-
tion 3.2). The effect of these encoders on the final per-
formance of AVE-CLIP is summarized in Table 2. For
the baseline comparisons, we adopted the similar VGG-19
backbone pretrained on ImageNet [5] to initially extract the
video features, and another VGG-like network pre-trained
on AudioSet [9] to extract audio features following existing
work [31, 17, 36]. We observe that the best performance
of 83.7% is achieved by the AudioCLIP encoders with con-
trastive fine-tuning which improves accuracy by 4.4% over
the uni-modal encoders. Moreover, the contrastive fine-

tuning phase improves the accuracy of AVE-CLIP by 2.6%
which shows its effectiveness on AVE localization.

Effect of Multi-window Temporal Fusion (MWTF)

For analyzing the effect of the MWTF module in AVE-
CLIP, the rest of the modules (temporal refining, post-
processing) are replaced with simple fully connected lay-
ers followed by a softmax classifier. Moreover, to compare
with other multi-modal fusion schemes, the PSP based fu-
sion [36] and the AV-Transformer based fusion from [17]
are considered. The resulting accuracy is summarized in
Table 3. The proposed MWTF module with AudioCLIP
encoders provides significant improvements over existing
counterparts which shows its effectiveness.

The MWTF module provides a generic framework to op-
erate on various temporal resolutions with shared weights
for effectively guiding the multi-modal attention. To an-
alyze the effect of various temporal window lengths, the
performance when using a single fusion block in MWTF
module is explored in Table 4. The model performs better
with increasing window length while achieving the best per-
formance with 10s window length. Moreover, we can ob-
serve the consistent performance improvements with multi-
domain attention over their single domain counterparts. Al-
though the fusion scheme with a smaller attention win-
dow achieves more discriminating features emphasizing
high frequency local variations, it misses the global context
which is particularly significant for differentiating event cat-
egories.

The performance for combinations of varying window
lengths is provided in Table 5. By incorporating these fu-
sion windows into the 10s window, performance increases
considerably when compared with the baseline. Despite
the lower performance for smaller window lengths, these
configurations are better at extracting discriminatory fea-
tures which are particularly critical to determining the sharp
edges of event transitions. Hence, the combination of larger
and smaller window features is effective for generalizing
global low frequency features as well as local high fre-
quency variations at the transition edges. Moreover, we ob-
serve that independents weights over different fusion mod-
ule perform better compared to their shared counter parts
with fewer windows. However, when the number of win-
dows increases, such advantages appear to shrink due to the
increased complexity of the fusion mechanism.

Effect of Event-Guided Temporal Feature Refining

Downstream from the fusion module, AVE-CLIP includes
temporal feature refining which consists of two phases:
the event-guided temporal attention (EGTA) mask gener-
ation, and the corresponding feature refinement. From Ta-
ble 3, it can be seen the effect of temporal refinement with
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Method Accuracy(%)

EGTA with supervision 83.7
without supervision 83.1

Refiner
window = 10s 83.7
window = 5s 83.2
window = (10s +5s) 83.6

Table 6. The effect of event label supervision on the Event-Guided
Temporal Attention (EGTA) module and the effect of various fu-
sion window lengths on the Refiner module.

window length 1s 2s 3s 4s 5s

Accuracy(%) 83.2 83.5 83.7 82.9 82.3
Table 7. The effect of different window lengths of the post-
processing module during Inference. The best performing mod-
ules are considered in AVE-CLIP architecture for the baseline.

EGTA which produces an improvement of 0.7% in accu-
racy. Moreover, the performance of different combinations
for feature refining is provided in Table 6. It is possible to
generate the EGTA module without event guided supervi-
sion which, as a result, simplifies the loss function to the
simple cross-entropy loss. However, with event-label su-
pervision, the model distinguishes the event frames better
against backgrounds which in turn provides better perfor-
mance. For the refiner, the single-window based fusion
with w = 10s generates the best performance since multi-
window fusion becomes gradually saturated in this phase.

Effect of Post-Processing Algorithm

Considering the sequential nature of the events, the pro-
posed post-processing method is found to be very effective
for achieving better prediction during inference. As the pre-
diction of event category is generated on a per-second ba-
sis, incorrect predictions can be reduced by considering a
window of consecutive predictions. The effects of different
window lengths on the post-processing method are summa-
rized in Table 7. The best performance is achieved for a 3s
window length. With a smaller window length, the effect
of filtering is reduced over longer events whereas the larger
windows reduces the performance in shorter events.

4.4. Qualitative Analysis

The qualitative performance of the proposed AVE-CLIP
is demonstrated in Figure 5 for two audio-visual events. For
comparative analysis, we have shown the performance of
the PSP model ([36]) as well. In the first event, the AVE
represents a moving helicopter. Though the helicopter is
visible in the first frame, it is a background event due to
the absence of the flying helicopter sound. Only the middle
three frames capture the AVE through audio-visual corre-
spondence. Our proposed method perfectly distinguishes
the helicopter event whereas PSP ([36]) fails at the chal-

Figure 5. Visual representation of performances of PSP ([36]) and
AVE-CLIP on two AVE events (helicopter and violin). The AVE-
CLIP performs better to localize event transitions.

lenging first frame. The second event representing a person
playing the violin is very challenging given that the vio-
lin is hardly visible. Though the sound of violin is present
throughout, the image of violin is visible in only few frames
that represents the AVE. The PSP ([36]) method generates
some incorrect predictions at event transitions. However,
the proposed AVE-CLIP perfectly distinguishes the event
frames, which demonstrates its effectiveness for generaliz-
ing local variations. Furthermore, AVE-CLIP achieves bet-
ter performance in many challenging cases that demands
different scales of temporal reasoning throughout video.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced AVE-CLIP that uses Audio-
CLIP encoders in conjunction with a multi-scale temporal
fusion based transformer architecture for improving AVE
localization performance. We show that the effect of Audio-
CLIP encoders with contrastive fine-tuning is significant in
AVE-localization for generating improved multi-modal rep-
resentation. Our results show that local feature variations
are essential for event transition detection while global vari-
ations are critical for identifying different event classes. The
proposed multi-window fusion module exploits both local
and global variations with multi-domain attention thereby
significantly improving performance. The temporal refining
of the event frames simplifies the event classification task
which improves multi-class AVE localization performance.
Finally, by exploiting the sequential nature of AVEs with
a simple post-processing scheme, we were able to achieve
state-of-the-art performance on the AVE dataset.
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